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ABSTRACT

EDISON is a web-based platform that provides easy and convenient use of simulation software on high-performance computers. One 

of the most important roles of a computational science platform, such as EDISON, is to post-process and represent the simulation results 

data so that the user can easily understand the data. We interviewed EDISON users and collected requirements for post-processing 

and represent of simulation results, which included i) flexible data representation, ii) supporting various data representation components, 

and iii) flexible and easy development of view template. In previous studies, it was difficult to develop or contribute data representation 

components, and the view templates were not able to be shared or recycled. This causes a problem that makes it difficult to create 

ecosystems for the representation tool development of numerous simulation software. EDISON-VIEW is a framework for post-processing 

and representing simulation results produced from the EDISON platform. This paper proposes various methods used in the design and 

development of the EDISON-VIEW framework to solve the above requirements and problems. We have verified its usefulness by applying 

it to simulation software in various fields such as material, computational fluid dynamics, computational structural dynamics, and 

computational chemistry

☞ keyword: Computational Science Data, Visualization, Representation, Simulation, EDISON

1. Introduction

EDISON is a platform that helps students learn 

computational science research methodologies by supporting 

high-performance computer and simulation software. [1] 

EDISON has over 400 simulation softwares in 7 special fields 

and is being used by tens of thousands of users. [2] One of 

the most important roles of a computational science platform, 

such as EDISON, is to post-process the simulation data and 

represent the post-processed data so that the user can easily 

understand the data. [3] The simulation data is a set of raw 

files, and it is often difficult to intuitively understand the data. 

Therefore, instead of representing the raw file as it is, it is 

necessary to refine it through post-processing and then 

represent it. Post-processing means extracting the desired 

information from the simulation data, processing the data into 
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an understandable form, and visualizing the post-processed 

data.

The EDISON platform provides the service to extract 

metadata and refine the data to the desired form through 

post-processing the data through a virtualized container 

environment for each type of simulation data. [4] In addition, 

we studied how to represent the post-processed data. We 

collected requirements related to the representation of the 

simulation data through interviews with simulation software 

developers participating in the EDISON project. The results of 

the requirements are as follows. First, the developers wanted 

to represent various types of simulation data. The simulation 

data vary depending on the simulation software. In addition 

to basic data such as number, string, array, and image, 

three-dimensional data, such as molecular structure in 

computational chemistry and polygonal data in structural 

dynamics, are produced. The developers wanted this data to 

be visible within the EDISON platform. Thus, the EDISON 

platform required flexibility in data representation to support 

multiple data formats. Second, the developers wanted to freely 

represent the data without IT knowledge such as HTML. On 

a web-based platform, constructing a view for representing the 

data requires knowledge such as HTML. But for simulation 

software developers, learning this knowledge is a 
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time-consuming job. They want to freely layout the data. For 

example, a software developer in computational chemistry 

wants to organize the information derived from 

post-processing as follows. The developer requests that the 

material properties information be displayed in the form of a 

table on the left side of the screen, the structural information 

should be visualized and placed on the right side of the 

screen, and the numerical values related to the structure 

should be placed below. Another field, computational fluid 

dynamics, a developer requires that the simulation input 

values be represented in the form of a table at the top of the 

screen and that the analysis results be placed at the bottom 

of the screen in three-dimensional representation. They also 

demanded an environment where users can share and reuse 

the configured data screens. Third, the developers requested 

the use of various web representation tools that are already 

developed. Instead of developing new representation tools, 

they wanted to reduce the development costs and increase the 

productivity by recycling good open-source tools that were 

already developed. Currently, there are well-developed tools 

such as Jsmol[5], Nglviewer[6], and 3Dmol[7] for represent 

ing molecular structures, Paraview glance[8] for representing 

polygonal data. The developers in computational chemistry 

demanded the use of Jsmol for molecule representation, and 

the developers in computational fluids dynamic and structual 

dynamics demanded the use of Paraview for polygonal 

structure representation. The software developers thought that 

importing the open-source representation tools, developed by 

web-developers all around the world, into the EDISON 

platform is essential for effective representation. Thus, the 

EDISON platform required a scalable environment for easily 

registering new representation tools.

 The proposed approach[9] in the existing studies is 

difficult to flexibly represent the data, and it is not easy to 

develop or contribute the data representation component. This 

causes a problem that makes it difficult to create an 

ecosystem for the development of representation tools for a 

large number of simulation software existing in the platform. 

In a computational science platform like EDISON, it is 

important that the environment and ecosystem that anyone can 

easily develop and share the representation tools as much as 

sharing software and its content. [10] We developed the 

EDISON-VIEW framework to represent the simulation data 

based on the requirements of the EDISON communities. This 

paper presents various methods used in the development of 

EDISON-VIEW to solve the above requirements and 

problems. The EDISON-VIEW provides a view editing 

service that can display various types of post-processed data 

on the view in a simple notation and provide various 

representation components that can represent the various data 

such as images, charts, morecular structures, polygonal 

structures, etc. Second, the EDISON-VIEW solves the 

representation flexibility problem by allowing the data to be 

placed freely using the drag-and-drop method. It also provides 

the ability to share and reuse through the free import and 

export environment of the configured data screens. Third, the 

EDISON-VIEW provides a way to solve representation tool 

scalability problem by simply importing various open-source 

web representation tools into the framework.

The composition of this paper is as follows. Section 2 

introduces the related work, and Section 3 presents the 

method used in the EDISON-VIEW framework to solve the 

requirements of representation gathered from the EDISON 

communities. Section 4 presents examples of the 

EDISON-VIEW framework in each field, and Section 5 

concludes this paper.

First, the EDISON-VIEW uses AngularJS's notation to 

easily and flexibly represent JSON-formatted metadata. 

AngularJS uses {{data}} notation to represent the data. When 

displaying ‘reducedFormula’ in the form of string and 

‘volume’ in the form of number on the screen, users can 

represent them in the form of {{dm.reducedFormula}} and 

{{dm.volume}}. And if the users want to extract only specific 

data from array, it is possible to represent individual data in 

the same way as {{dm.lattice [0]}}, {{dm.lattice [1]}}, and 

{{dm.lattice [2]}}.

2. Related Work

The NanoHub[9] Project, which was started in 1995 at 

Purdue University with the aim of (1) developing and 

collecting computational science software related to the 

nanotechnology field, (2) providing an easy way to utilize it 

in an online environment, and (3) providing computational 

science education for nanoscience. It is HubZero[11] Project 
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(Figure 1) Example: The steps from simulation to data representation

that started with the success of the NanoHub project. The 

HubZero Project aims to develop and disseminate 

computational science software and platform that utilizes 

computing resources. Rappture[12] is a toolkit that makes it 

easy to create I/O interface of computational science software 

on the HubZero platform. The I/O interfaces of the Rappture 

are defined in XML format and expressed in GUI (Graphical 

User Interface). The mapping and conversion from I/O of the 

Rappture to I/O of actual software can be defined in various 

languages. The Rappture aims to make the I/O interface of 

computational science software easily, but it has the following 

disadvantages. First, the layout of I/O interfaces is fixed. 

Second, 10 components such as graph, molecule, and 

polygonal data are provided as basic components for I/O 

representation, but it is very difficult to add and develop new 

components. Third, mapping and conversion code for each 

software is not shared among users, resulting in poor 

reusability.

3. EDISON-VIEW Framework

This section introduces the solutions used in the 

EDISON-VIEW framework to solve the EDISON 

community's requirements. The whole step of post-processing 

and representation of the simulation data of the EDISON 

platform is shown in Fig 1. The simulation data generated 

from each simulation software is processed into metadata in 

a JSON format and standardized files through post-processing 

modules for each type. The JSON metadata and standardized 

files are assigned a dataset id and stored in the database and 
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file system separately. With the EDISON-VIEW framework, 

users can then quickly and easily create view templates using 

the data stored in the platform. The created view templates 

are stored in the database for sharing and reusing. When the 

users search the actual dataset, the view is created by 

inputting the actual data value into the template.

3.1 Flexible Data Representation

In the EDISON-VIEW framework, users can easily 

configure the data view template for each type of data derived 

from each simulation software. The simulation data that is 

extracted by post-processing varies depending on the software. 

The extracted simulation data is called metadata. For example, 

the metadata derived through 2D_Comp_P software in the 

field of computational fluid dynamics are {“flowType”: 

“laminar”, “aoa”: 1.674, “cl”: 6.38, “cdt”: 1.000}, and the 

metadata derived from VASP [13] software in the field of 

material is {“reduced Formula”: “Li2O”, “volume”: 57.3, 

“finalEnergy”: 85.33, “coordinate”: [{“value”: [0.750, 0.500, 

0.250], “label”: “Li”},{“value”: [0.250, 0.500, 0.750], “label”: 

“Li”},{“value”: [0.000, 0.000 , 0.000], “label”: “O”}], 

“lattice”: [3.247, 3.247, 3.247]}. These metadata come in 

many forms, including string, number, array, and so on. 

Different representation methods must be supported because 

the same data can be represented in different forms. When 

representing the data of ‘coordinate’ as mentioned above 

example, as can be seen in Fig 2, some users may want to 

display individual data one by one, or they may want to 

display the data in three-dimensional form. To represent these 

various types of data, the EDISON-VIEW provides two 

methods.

First, the EDISON-VIEW uses AngularJS's notation to 

easily and flexibly represent JSON-formatted metadata. 

AngularJS uses {{data}} notation to represent the data. When 

displaying ‘reducedFormula’ in the form of string and 

‘volume’ in the form of number on the screen, users can 

represent them in the form of {{dm.reducedFormula}} and 

{{dm.volume}}. And if the users want to extract only specific 

data from array, it is possible to represent individual data in 

the same way as {{dm.lattice [0]}}, {{dm.lattice [1]}}, and 

{{dm.lattice [2]}}.

(Figure 2) Example: Two types of representation 

forms for same data

(Figure 3) Example: Drag and drop the metadata
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(Figure 4) Example: Drag and drop the component

Second, EDISON-VIEW provides a variety of web-based 

representation components. Rather than simply showing string 

and number, it provides representation components to 

represent the data in various forms such as images, charts, and 

three-dimensional representations. The representation 

components provided by the EDISON-VIEW and the types of 

data formats that can be represented are shown in Table 1. 

The user represents the simulation result by matching 

extracted files to each component. The user can set the file 

path as the input value of the component. For example, as 

shown in Fig 4, the user use an image component and specify 

the path to the file system where the image file is stored. In 

addition to the above components, basic HTML building 

components such as grid, panel, table, link, and label are also 

provided.

The users can use components to customize the view 

templates for each data type. The EDISON-VIEW provides 

the preview function that previews the actual view using 

temporary simulation data for the configured view template. 

Fig 3 is an example of placing the metadata by draggging & 

dropping and using the preview button to check the actual 

view with the real data. Fig 4 shows an example where the 

user drag and drop the image component, set the path to the 

image file, and use the preview button to check the actual 

view with the real image data. The preview allows the user 

to check the view where the data is actually displayed and to 

interactively modify the data. As shown in Fig 5, the created 

view template can be exported and downloaded as an HTML 

file, and it is also possible to import the HTML file to the 

EDISON-VIEW as a view template and edit the view 

template and provide an environment that can be shared and 

reused.

3.2 Recycling Web-based Representation 

Components

There is a limitation in representing simulation data using 

simple components such as text, table, image, and chart. 

Users can understand data more easily by using various 

representation components. Recently, with the development of 

web technology, most representation tools are being developed 

using web technology and open-source tools for representing 

various simulation data such as Jsmol, Paraview, and 

Nglviewer have also been developed. We take advantage of 

ways to reuse existing web representation tools developed by 

third parties to support various types of simulation data.

 The EDISON-VIEW framework allows modularization of 

web-based representation tools developed by third parties, 

allowing each tool to be added, removed and updated. This 

provides the scalability to embrace a variety of web-based 

tools. The registration of a new component consists of 

defining two parts: i) define the representation component, ii) 

define the input of representation component and execution 
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(Figure 5) Export and import functions

(Figure 6) Registration of jsmol component

code.

 The first part is the part that identifies a component. In 

this step, the name of the component and the representative 

icon are registered. The HTML attributes for inputting the file 

path are also defined in this part. As shown in Fig 6, 7, and 

8, most of the information is formalized in this part, so all 

you need to do is type the name and path of icon to identify 

the component.

 The second part is the main part that writes the 

executable code. In this part, as can be seen in Fig 9, we 

import the open-source libraries for execution, map the file 

path of the data to the input of the component, and write the 

execution code. In this way, open-source representation tools 

were imported as components of the EDISON-VIEW 
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(Figure 7) Registration of paraview component (1/2)

(Figure 8) Registration of rlt2chart component

(Figure 9) Registration of paraview component (2/2)

framework. Currently, we have provided 7 open-source 

representation components on the EDISON-VIEW framework. 

The code in these two-steps is written based on Javascript.

4. Use-cases of EDISON-VIEW

The EDISON-VIEW framework is applied to 13 

simulation softwares in the field of computational fluid 
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(Figure 10) The collections of simulation data in 

EDISON platform

(Figure 11) Example: Data view for VASP

(Figure 12) Example: Data view for Quantum Espresso

dynamics, computational structural dynamics, nano-physics, 

and materials. A total of about 30 simulation results were 

collected on the EDISON site(www.edison.re.kr), and the 

EDISON-VIEW framework was used to represent the data of 

each simulation result. Fig 10 shows a list of data collections 

of the simulation results. Fig 11, 12, and 13 show the result 

of various data view for softwares such as VASP, Quantum 

Espresso, and 2D_Incomp_P.

What's noteworthy about data representation in VASP 

software and Quantum Espresso[14] software in the field of 

materials is that the generated view templates are shared and 

expanded. The simulation results of VASP software are files 

such as POSCAR, WAVECAR, INCAR, and OUTCAR. The 

simulation results of Quantum Espresso software are files 

such as CIF, IN, and OUT. The simulation results of the two 

softwares are different, but the post-processed metadata is 

similar: formula, spacegroup, density, coordinate, pointgroup, 

lattice and volume. In Quantum Espresso, additional values 

such as energy cutoff, run type, and the number of kpoints are 

extracted. Since the information we want to show in the two 

software is similar, we just configure and register the view 

template for VASP software, then import the VASP view 

template for Quantum Espresso software and expand it by 

adding additional information such as energy cutoff, run type, 

and the number of kpoints as shown in Fig 14. And we 

drastically reduced the cost of representation using Jsmol 

component. Among the results of the VASP software, the 

POSCAR file is data representing the molecular structure 

information. Among the results of the Quantum Espresso 

software, the cif file is also data representing the molecular 

structure information. Rather than developing each 

representation component to represent the files in different 

formats, we import and use the Jsmol component that 

embraces both formats.
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(Figure 14) Example: View templates for VASP 

and Quantum Espresso software

Component Format Field Open-source
Self-developed

Jsmol POSCAR, cif, xyz, mol Material, Chemical, 
Nano-physics

Open-source

Paraview plt Fluid, Structural 
dynamics

Open-source

pdf pdf General Open-source

epub epub General Open-source

xrd json Material Self-developed

dos json Material Self-developed

rlt2chart rlt Fluid dynamics Self-developed

html html General Self-developed

x3dom x3d Structural dynamics Open-source

p3d p3d Fluid, Structural 
dynamics

Self-developed

ngl pdb, cif, cube Material, Chemical Open-source

csv csv General Open-source

text txt General Self-developed

onedviewer oneD General Self-developed

sc3dviewer js (dedicated to dft_sc3d) Nano-physics Self-developed

atomtransistor js (dedicated to web_io_siesta) Nano-physics Self-developed

(Table 1) Representation components

(Figure 13) Example: Data view for 2D_Incomp_P

5. Conclusion

One of the most important roles of the computational 

science platform is to post-process and represent the 

simulation data so that the user can easily understand the data. 

In this paper, we have analyzed issues such as the difficulty 

in representing simulation data, the lack of extensibility of 

data presentation components. We  have provided a reference 

model called EDISON-VIEW that can solve these issues. We 

have provided flexible data representation using {{data}} 

notation, and a variety of web-based representation 

components. We have verified the usefulness of our 

framework by applying it to create view templates for various 

simulation software in the field of computational fluid 

dynamics, computational structural dynamics, and materials. 

We expect that the EDISON-VIEW will be used for 
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representation of various simulation data in various fields in 

the future.
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